Why official science (provisionally) recognize esoterics
For current science can not exist what she does not have to ...
These effects and happening are not need be able account for and argue scientifically,
because be enacted beyond the pale human knowledge, which is limited his contingency and
by of limited levels knowledge actual of science is thus an absolutely out of his
comprehending. Fundamental infiltration is, that these, for us "marvelous" goings, processes
and happening in practice under certain condition be functional and has some already of
thousands of flight bringing in demonstrable and concrete findings.
Science has already shown that time is plastic, the space is curved, and the spirit of its
own energy, but the main problem of why science does not recognize esotericism and
especially parapsychology (for example, various real and inexplicable mysterious abilities,
phenomena and phenomena) is the impossibility of repeating something at any time in the
laboratory with 100% reliability and also that it can not be measured (it does not yet know).
If the assumptions, assertions and evidence of scientists, physicists, and contemporary
sciences were correct, as the vast majority of them claim, the existence and incidence of
parapsychological and extra-mental (ESP) phenomena and manifestations should never occur.
At the same time, these phenomena and manifestations have been tested many times in the
past and scientifically confirmed, they are demonstrably an integral part of our lives and our
existence, they are therefore the nature of man.

The distinction between the past, the present and the future must
be understood as an illusion (Albert Einstein)
The universe is not space and time bounded. The future somehow exists already and
can cast its shadow into the past. People, things, and events leave their traces of time and
space.
Man has undoubtedly the power to control time and space, or to use them. People are
able to receive news from tomorrow, or they can focus their views on the future or the past. It
is possible by simple exercises to mobilize the superhuman forces.
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Main areas esotericism
Parapsychology and ESP
Telepathy, telegnosis, telestesion, imagination, transformation, telekinesis,
teleporting, levitation, bilocacion, dematerialisation, materialisation, psychical therapy,
karma, fate, incarnation, reincarnation and astral journeyings.
Parapsychology (otherwise also psychotronics, metapsychics, ESP) is branch upon
sensory effect, dealing with abnormal mental ability to (as for example amount carried over
information, manipulation with mass, therapy, migrations air hose valve and the like), by non
at present by that time scientifically explainable and demonstrable. ESP = Extra-Sensory
Perception.

Divination and fortune telling
Clairvoyance - prekognition, astropsychology, chiromancy, astrology, numerology,
psychometry, horoscope, Tarot card interpretation, crystal ball, sideral pendulum,
definition dreams, coffee grounds and other information sources.
Divination is way the button down do not only its foretime, close to the vest
contemporaneousness or future and its karma or bygones lives, but it also allows be gaining
information also about course or attainment a of activities, craic or processes of and have such
contingency betimes for them affect.
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Healing and therapies
Cure energy, bio energy, bioenergetics action at distance, deblocking,
rejuvenation, revitalization, bonyness and reductions weights, regeneration, positive
energies, aura, chakras, geopathic zones, reconnection, holistic medicine, homeopathy,
placebo, nature substances, creative ideation, psychical therapy, Cosmic energy and
harnessing in businesslike life.
Working with energies and their hold over affirmative alternations organism, especially
on his clarification, detoxication and recharging his parts also complex positive energies and
adequate food. Contingency achieving east levels aggregate harmonisation and removal of
some trouble and difficulty, theirs causation or also as a precaution.

Occultism and magic
Spiritualism, spiritism, magic, white magic, black magic, curse, bane, woodooism,
conjuration, removal, exorcism, exorcise, daemon, doctor, shaman, sensualist, medium,
mediator, paranormal effect and activity, mystery and mysteries, solution.
Developing appearance, seance of spirits, campfire and communication with departed
and by other subjects and persons, magic, curse, bane and disposal of curses, woodooism,
conjuration, expulsions malignant appearance, ejected demons for bodies, mysteries, solution
inexplicable of activities, effect and mystery.
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